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ABSTRACT 

In this paper, an evolutionary algorithm (EA) for “colorizing” grayscale images is introduced by 

evolving color patch transfer process between a source colored image and a target grayscale image. As 

the general problem of inverting a gray palette to a color palette is a severely under-constrained, 

ambiguous problem and has no exact, objective solution, human labor and costly semantic knowledge 

are required. The presented EA attempts to minimize the amount of human work by automatically 

choosing colored patches from the source image and applying their colors to the grayscale patches of 

the target image. Furthermore, the best patch matching over all EA parent individuals are recombined 

in a single multi-sexual recombination scheme to form a single offspring individual. Mutation, on the 

other hand, forms all other EA individuals. The simple technique of the proposed EA can be 

successfully and efficiently applied to a variety of images.  
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INTRODUCTION 
 

  Colorization is a useful technique in increasing the visual appeal of black-and-white photos, classic 

movies or scientific visualizations. Further, colorization has applications in color editing and 

compression. The problem of coloring a grayscale image involves assigning three-dimensional (RGB) 

pixel values from a source, color image to a target, grayscale image whose pixels are varied along 

only one dimension (luminance). As several hues and/or saturation levels may carry the same 

luminance value, colorization problem has no inherently correct solution. Moreover, it has several 

other challenges including ambiguity, fuzzy boundary identification, and user expert. [1] [2]. In other 

words, colorization is in general a severely under-constrained and ambiguous problem for which it 

makes no sense to try to find an ”optimum” solution, and for which even the obtainment of 

“reasonable” solution requires some combination of strong prior knowledge about the scene depicted 

and decisive human intervention. Even in the case of pseudo coloring, where the mapping of 

luminance values to color values is automatic, the choice of the color map is commonly determined by 

human decision.  

      Several techniques are published for digital colorization. Readers please refer to recent papers. 

Some (but mostly used) colorization work are color transfer of Reinhard et al [3], image analogies of 

Hertzmann et al [4], the classical full search of  Welsh et al [5], and the Antypole strategy of Di Blasi 

and Reforgiato [1]. The main concept of these colorization techniques is to exploits textural 

information. For example, the work of Welsh et al, which is inspired by the color transfer [3] and by 

image analogies [4], examines the luminance values in the neighborhood of each pixel in the target 

image and add to its luminance the chromatic information of a pixel from a source image with best 

neighborhoods matching. This technique works well on images were differently colored regions give 

rise to distinct textures. Otherwise, the user must specify rectangular swatches indicating 

corresponding regions in the two images. Di Blasi and Reforgiato [1] propose an improvement to 

Welsh et al work, where Antipole clustering strategy is adopted as an efficient data structure for fast 

color retrieving.  Their approach provides a way to speed up the searching process but at the expense 

of increasing implementation complexity.  

   In this paper, the technique of evolutionary algorithms (EAs), probabilistic search algorithms 

based on the model of natural evolution will be applied, for colorization problem.  The procedure of 

evolution works by minimizing the matching error (in term of luminance and texture information) 

between pairs of source and target square patches. Then transfer color mood from the best evolved 

source patches to the target patches. In what follow, the characteristic components of this EA will be 

presented. 

 

THE PROPOSED EVOLUTIONARY ALGORITHM 

 

  An Evolutionary Algorithm (EA) is inspired by biological evolution, and is widely believed to be 

an effective global optimization algorithm.  There are a variety of evolutionary algorithms 

emerged:”evolutionary programming-EP” [6], “evolution strategies-ESs” [7] and “genetic algorithms-

GAs” [8]. Moreover, since EAs are motivated by natural principles, when faced with problem, natural 

remedies are often emulated. 

An EA consists of a population of individuals, which are evaluated using fitness function. The 

individuals (mostly fittest individuals) are reproduced and perturbed via three main EA's operators: 

selection, recombination, and mutation.  The processes used to select which parents will produce 
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offspring varies significantly from one EA to another, and includes strategies  such as uniform random 

selection, rank-proportional selection, and fitness-proportional selection. In addition to these selection 

processes, the mechanisms used for offspring reproduction also varies. They range from asexual 

reproduction with no mutation (in which offspring are exact replicas of parents), asexual reproduction 

with mutation, to sexual reproduction with recombination. Moreover, sexual reproduction can be in 

either local form with 2-parent recombination or global form with multi-parent recombination. 

Historically, the EP and ES communities have emphasizes asexual reproduction while the GA 

community has emphasized sexual reproduction. 

In the proposed EA, square patches of pre-selected size- pp ww × - of the target, grayscale image 

are colorized from suitable pp ww × source patches. The evolution of the patch colorization scheme is 

manipulated by formulating individual representation, penalty function, and individual evolution via 

perturbation operators.  

 

Search space representation 

 

      In order to apply an EA to a particular problem, it is appropriate to select an internal representation 

of the space to be searched and define an external evaluation function, which assign utility to 

candidate solutions. Both components are critical to the successful application of the EA to the 

problem of interest. Here, to represent a solution (an individual's genotype), a two-dimensional array 

of nm×  genes is used such that: 

pt whm /=  , and 

pt wwn /=                                                   (1) 

Where 

th  : Height of the target grayscale image, 

tw  : Width of the target grayscale image, and 

pw  : Patch width (e.g., we use ,9,7,5,3=pw or 11). 

Gene ),( ji  of an individual identifies an un-overlapped pp ww ×  target patch ),( ji  and can contain 

x and y  coordinates of the center of a pp ww ×  source patch. To start the EA, a population of  p size  

individuals is randomly created, and each individual can represent the genotype of a potential solution 

to the colorization problem. 

The total number of possible solutions represents the search space size (which here, grows 

exponentially as increasing the number of un-overlapped source patches).  

 

Penalty function 

 

Next, it is important to define a suitable penalty function which rewards the right kinds of 

individuals. For the colorization problem reported here, it would be desirable to minimize luminance 

matching error between pairs of target patches and source patches. In other words, each gene ),( ji  in 

an EA individual has associated with it a luminance matching error ),( ji  computed as: 

)),(),,((),( jip sjiptmatchjierror =           (2) 

Where: 

),( jipt : Target patch being identified by the gene ),( ji ;   

),( jips : Source patch referred to by the gene ),( ji ; 

and the match between two patches pt and ps of a given gene ),( ji  is defined to be: 
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Where µ  and σ are the luminance average and standard deviation both taken with respect to a 

pp ww ×  source or target patch as referred to by subscript s or t respectively. Then, an EA individual 

has a penalty function E  computed as the sum of all its gene luminance matching errors: 
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In order to match luminance information, both source and target images must be converted from RGB 

color space to a de-correlated space (de-correlatedYIQ  color space is used here). 

 

Evolutionary operators 

 

     In our EA, we breakdown the traditional views found in the EA communities and make a hybrid 

collection of evolutionary processes that would be useful for the colorization problem. The main 

issues made in the proposed EA are: extinctive selection, single multi-sexual discrete recombination, 

and preservative mutation operator. 

    The first character of the proposed EA is the strict denial of selection process; letting all offspring 

to be created from all parents using recombination and mutation. First a multi-sexual discrete 

recombination process is applied among all parents to produce only one mated offspring. Genes 

among all parents are competed and the best ones (with smallest matching errors) are inherited to that 

offspring.  

     Next, mutation is used to fulfill the new population with 1−p size  new offspring. 90% offspring are 

created by mutating the genes of the mated offspring while others 10% offspring are created randomly 

from the total search space. 

 

Genotype decoding: phenotype re-coloring 

 

  After stopping the EA to a pre-selected maximum number of generations, a population of 

individuals that may have some promising solutions is obtained. The best individual (with smallest E) 

has to be decoded to its colored result. In EA literatures, the output of the genotype decoding is 

normally known as phenotype. Here, phenotype coloring includes the following sequence of steps: 

1. Go through the best EA individual genes and the target image in scan-line order in steps of one 

gene (for the individual) and one pp ww ×  patch (for the target image). 

2. Select from the source image a pp ww ×  patch in which its center has coordinates x and y 

referred to by the current gene. 

3. For each pixel in the target patch, search the selected source patch in scan-line order for the 

closest pixel (in term of luminance value). Add the chromatic components ( I and Q ) of that 

pixel to the luminance value of the current target pixel. 

4.    Repeat the sequence 1, 2, and 3 for all target patches. 

5.   Transform the target image from YIQ    to RGB  color space to display the result on the screen. 

 

EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS 

 

     This section reports some results obtained by running the proposed EA with 40=p size  to a 

maximum number of generations equals to 30 for coloring a range of image domains with different 

sizes. Generally, the experimented images are classified as homogeneous ones. These images include 
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a single object in the foreground and this object is clearly discernible from a mostly homogeneous 

background. First, (if needed) luminance histogram matching of Hertzmann et al [4] is applied to 

match the first- and second- order statistics of the luminance distribution of the source image 

according these of the target image. More concretely, if )( pl is the luminance of a pixel in the source 

image, then we remap it as 

ts

s

t plpl µµ
σ

σ
+−= ))( ()'(                          (6)                                                            

     EA results are compared with the Welsh et al classical full search method [5] (both are 

implemented using un-optimized visual Basic code.) The neighborhood statistics required in both 

algorithms are pre-computed over the source and target images. In the full search method, we need to 

pre-compute neighborhood average and standard deviation of each pixel, while in the EA; the 

statistics are needed for each un-overlapped patch. Different patch size was used. Obviously, 

decreasing patch size results in more acceptable results but at the expense of increasing maximum 

required number of generations. Each EA result is formulated by depicting the phenotype of the best 

individual obtained after only 30 generations together with the result of the full search algorithm (see 

figures 1 and 2). Quantitative EA results are also pointed out by including average of penalty function 

( nmE */ ) of the best individual in the initial and the last generations. Processing time required for a 

single Pentium IV PC computer is also included for both colorization algorithms (see table 1). 

Actually, EA algorithm requires less computation time than presented in the table. By comparing EA 

results with those of Welsh et al, we can easily demonstrate that the proposed easy to implement EA 

can produce visually accepted results in a number of image domains although there are some failure 

(yet tolerable) patch colorization cases.  Running time will vary depending on the patch size, size of 

source and target images (total search space size), p size and the maximum number of generations. In 

most of experimented results, the computation time of EA colorization algorithm to obtain visually 

accepted results was better than the classical full search algorithm of Welsh et al. 

 

 

CONCLUSIONS 

 

     This paper introduces a simple colorization technique based on combing the concept of 

evolutionary algorithms with a patch-based luminance matching strategy.  A new multi-sexual 

recombination strategy is given to recombine, in a single EA step, the best patches found between 

source color and target gray images. Without user expert, the algorithm can give pleasing visual 

results for homogenous images. Both EA and patch-based luminance matching could be the subject of 

future research. For example, try to test this colorization algorithm on more complicated images, i.e. 

heterogeneous images where the scene has multiple objects on the foreground, or has a cluttered 

background, or is illuminated in an uneven way. 
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nmE */  Time (sec.) 
Target 

image 
gen. 

no.0 

gen. 

no.30 
EA 

Full 

search 

 
77.565 0.644 1225 2918 

 
55.686 0.670 964 2086 

 
393.646 8.673 1121 3061 

 
217.278 3.129 398 417 

 

62.396 3.161 444 552 

 
489.798 13.854 482 534 

 
363.182 12.938 653 733 

 
469.055 11.7 235 333 

 
359.201 18.7 575 688 

 

493.716 13.410 565 697 

 
656.273 13.788 279 324 

 
43.373 1.059 529 812 
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